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East), the potential will increase for more fire events like the one in Gatlinburg, Tennessee, 
in 2016. Indeed, the likelihood of such scenarios is actually quite large under a number of 
climate change models.

Allen said while many people have been surprised at the increase in frequency of fires 
and in the area burned in the West, those forests have been responding as they must. They 
are changing in response to the environmental drivers. As environmental drivers change, 
tipping-point events will become more common in the future and will occur in places they 
have not before, such as in a (drier, hotter) eastern United States.

Historic range of variability concepts have been used to drive management the last few 
decades. However, Allen supported Pyne’s statement that an inflection point may have been 
passed; concepts based on historic range may not be useful as tipping points become more 
common. Instead, management will need to anticipate and adapt to an uncertain future 
range of variability. This shift will require a great deal of learning by scientists, managers, 
and society at large. For example, what will follow these tipping points that are so far out-
side the historic range of variability? The Las Conchas fire is an example of this, too. Five 
growing seasons after the fire, the ecosystem is not similar to its pre-fire state and is outside 
its historic range of variability (Figure 4-8). 

In closing, Allen laid out a number of research priorities. The first is to learn more 
about nonlinear responses to systems following fires. It will be important to determine the 
thresholds and tipping points for environmental drivers of large fires and fast fires and 
the ecosystem changes that accompany them. These changes are embedded in physical, 
biological, and ecological processes and in human societies. Temperature-sensitive processes 
need particular attention because they will be the most robust climate driver in the future. 
Another research priority, one that is associated with nonlinear responses, is the need to 
better understand how extreme climate events, such as drought and heat waves, operate as 
triggers of tipping-point disturbance processes. A third area of research is to understand 
the interactions and feedbacks of these disturbances across spatial scales. All these priori-
ties relate to a paper that was forthcoming at the time of the workshop by USGS scientists 
on anticipatory natural resource management in a dynamic future (Bradford et al., 2017). 
Such a management approach is one of the future challenges USGS is currently undertaking. 

FIRE AND FUELS MANAGEMENT: WHAT WORKS WHERE?

Scott Stephens, University of California, Berkeley

Stephens started his presentation with the idea of fire regimes. Some forests are adapted 
to high-severity, infrequent fire—for example, crown fires in Rocky Mountain lodgepole 
pine—while other forests are adapted to frequent fire and can handle these disturbances 
within a desired range. The type of fire regime needs to be considered when fuel treatments 
are undertaken. Prescribed burning and thinning might be carried out at regular intervals 
in a crown fire ecosystem for infrastructure purposes, but such treatments are outside the 
 ecology of that fire regime. 

An example of a crown fire system that has burned too frequently is a predominantly 
jack-pine forest in the Northwest Territories, Canada. Jack pine is a closed-coned, seroti-
nous species that burns every 70 to 150 years. However, in Wood Buffalo National Park, 
jack pine burned in 2004 and then burned again in 2014. Because jack-pine seedlings 
establish quickly and grow rapidly after a fire, the second fire destroyed many young trees 
that had sprouted after the first fire but had not yet reached maturity. There were few seeds 
left over in the seedbank after the second fire for another round of seedlings to generate. 
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FIGURE 4-8 Site affected by the Las Conchas fire, immediately following the burn and five growing 
seasons later.
NOTE: The vegetation that has reoccupied the burned area is outside the historic range of variability. 
Woody plants used to dominate the site, but they are not thriving post-fire. 
SOURCE: Allen, slide 37. Photos courtesy of Collin Haffey, U.S. Geological Survey.

Transect surveys following the second fire found one seedling in an area of almost 50 square 
meters. This elimination of the seed stock is an example of major vegetation changes over 
a short amount of time and of the abrupt changes to the fire regime that climate warming 
causes.

Another example of fire regime change is evident from historical data in the central 
Sierra Nevada in California. In 1911, there were 19 trees per acre in an inventoried area 
that included parts of the Stanislaus National Forest and Yosemite National Park; in 2013, 
the density had increased to 224 trees per acre (Collins et al., 2015). While Stephens noted 
that the 1911 data should not be considered a target point for restoration, he posited that 
the difference in the density of the forest in 1911 versus 2013 can help with understanding 
resilient systems.

In regimes adapted to frequent fire, the Southeast region has been a leader in the United 
States in the use of fire on the landscape, due in no small part to the research of H. H. 
 Chapman, H. L. Stoddard, and E. V. Komarek. Approximately 75 percent of prescribed 
burning in the United States each year takes place in this region, and burning is culturally 
acceptable. Stephens hoped that such burning practices will continue even as people who 
are less familiar with prescribed fire move into the region. 

There were many notable scientists at the Forest Service, the National Park Service, and 
universities who contributed to early research into fire and fuels, but Stephens focused on 
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one scientist of note from the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Harold Weaver performed extensive 
research on the use of fire in management in the middle of the 20th century. With small 
crews, he burned 277,000 hectares (684,890 acres) of ponderosa pine forest in the Colville 
Reservation in eastern Washington between 1945 and 1955. He found that prescribed fires 
reduced wildfire damage by 87 percent and reduced the cost of fire control by 54 percent 
as compared to adjacent areas that had not been burned (Weaver, 1957). His conclusion 
was “this is a presentation of a management system—not just prescribed burning” (Weaver, 
1957). Unfortunately, after Weaver retired, institutional support did not continue for this 
burning program, and it was not widely adopted elsewhere. 

However, one place that did pursue Weaver’s ideas is the San Carlos Apache Reserva-
tion in Arizona. During his career, Weaver had also worked in this region and supported 
the use of prescribed fires in its low-intensity, high-frequency fire regime. Today research is 
under way on the reservation on alternative fire suppression strategies. Stephens thought 
the outcomes of this current research will help inform how to better manage fire. Unlike the 
program in Washington, the San Carlos Apache Reservation program had continual institu-
tion support following Weaver’s departure. 

Figure 4-9 shows the response of a site in the central Sierra Nevada to prescribed burn-
ing, while Figure 4-10 displays the response of a different site in the same area to mechanical 
thinning followed by prescribed burning. In both series of images, shrub response is evident 
a few years after treatment (Figures 4-9C and 4-10C). Thirteen years after the initial treat-
ment, the shrubs have grown larger (Figures 4-9D and 4-10D). These responses show that 
management is a constant conversation with a land. Prescribed burning management has to 
be done continually rather than as a one-time occurrence.

Experiments involving fuel treatment demonstrate that, if ladder fuels and surface fuels 
can be reduced, fire hazards and fire effects can be lessened in frequent-fire adapted forests. 
Treatments can increase the vigor, resistance, and resilience of remaining trees to adapt to 
climate change. Research results also have found that there are few unintended negative 
ecological consequences from these fuel treatments (Stephens et al., 2012). The longevity of 
the treatments can span 5–25 years because response and efficacy depend on the system. In 
some places, lightning-ignited fire can be incorporated into a treatment plan, which is the 
case in Region 3 of the Forest Service.2 Research by Safford and colleagues and Martinson 
and Omi has determined that fuel treatments in frequent-fire adapted forests are effective 
when those forests are later burned by wildfires (Safford et al., 2012; Martinson and Omi, 
2013); however, the use of fuel treatment is low compared to the area in need of treatment. 

Lightning-ignited fires as a management tool have been used in Yosemite National 
Park since 1974. Collins and colleagues have shown that, when a fire intersected an area 
that had burned 9 years previously or earlier, the fire went out on its own in 90 percent 
of the cases examined (Collins and Stephens, 2007; Collins et al., 2009). Figure 4-11 is 
an image of one of these locations, in which lightning-ignited fire has created openings in 
the landscape and an opportunity for forest recovery. Figure 4-12 shows maps of the same 
area in 1969 and 2012. In 1969, fire had been suppressed on the land for almost 100 years 
(Figure 4-12A). Fire returned to the landscape in 1974 and after 40 years of using lightning-
ignited fire as a management tool, there has been an increase in wet meadows, dry meadows, 
and shrublands and a decrease in forested area (Figure 4-12B). Compared to three water-
sheds where fire was suppressed, fewer trees have been killed by beetles during droughts in 

2 Region 3 encompasses 8.3 million hectares (20.6 million acres) of land in Arizona, New Mexico, and the pan-
handles of Texas and Oklahoma. 
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FIGURE 4-9 Study site of mixed conifer forest in the University of California, Berkeley, Blodgett For-
est in the northern Sierra Nevada. 
NOTE: A, site in 2002, before treatment. B, site in 2003, after a prescribed fire. C, site in 2008, just 
before a second prescribed fire. D, site in 2016 after second prescribed fire.
SOURCE: Stephens, slide 7. Photos courtesy of Scott Stephens.
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FIGURE 4-10 Study site in the University of California, Berkeley, Blodgett Forest in the northern 
Sierra Nevada. 
NOTE: A, site in 2002, before treatment. B, site in 2003, after mechanical thinning followed by a 
prescribed fire. C, site in 2008. D, site in 2016.
SOURCE: Stephens, slide 7. Photos courtesy of Scott Stephens.
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FIGURE 4-11 Forest managed with mixed severity lightning-ignited fire in the Illilouette Creek basin 
in Yosemite National Park.
NOTE: In the foreground, the forest has been changed to grassland. The forest in the background is 
regenerating.
SOURCE: Stephens, slide 10. Photo courtesy of Scott Stephens.

FIGURE 4-12 Vegetation change from fire use in the Illilouette Creek basin in Yosemite National Park. 
NOTE: A, study site in 1969, after 100 years of fire suppression. B, study site in 2012, after more than 
40 years of lightning-ignited fire used as a management tool. Wet and dry meadows have increased 
200 percent compared to 1969, and shrublands have increased 30 percent; forested area has decreased 
by 22 percent. 
SOURCE: Stephens, slide 11; adapted from Boisramé et al., 2016. 
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the area managed with fire and stream water volume has been stable or increased. In areas 
with fire suppression, stream water volume has decreased since 1974. 

In conclusion, Stephens acknowledged that frequent-fire adapted forests have changed 
greatly in the western United States. Though climate change has made the situation worse, 
it is not the main problem. Fuel treatment is needed, and in frequent-fire adapted systems, it 
is an option. The use of managed wildfire or prescribed fire can reduce stress on the system, 
increase tree resilience to stress, and facilitate adaptation of the system to climate change. 
Crown fire systems, which rely on infrequent, high-severity fires, have fewer management 
options available. Prescribed burning will not be used in these systems. Stephens noted that 
in some such systems in Australia, land managers are reseeding burned areas via airplanes 
because the systems are burning too frequently for the vegetation to re-establish after a fire. 
Such intervention is one management option. Another option is to let the vegetation on the 
land change in response to the frequent fires. Which approach to take is a difficult decision. 

Some resources that would help address such difficult choices are land management fund-
ing that is not linked to fire suppression, longer employment for seasonal workers so they can 
use fire more on the landscape, and strategies for using lightning-ignited fire as a management 
tool more often throughout the country (Stephens et al., 2016). Stephens said forest resilience 
should be a standalone land management priority for the United States. Akin to the Clean 
Water Act, the Endangered Species Act, and the Clean Air Act, there should be a Forest Resil-
iency Act. The existing acts have the power to shape policy. Such ability is needed for forests, 
particularly as the next 3 decades are critical for reversing the current trajectory of forest 
resilience. Now is the opportune time for the Forest Service and the  National Park Service to 
set a policy that leaves a legacy of better fire and forest management for the next generation. 

MODERATED DISCUSSION

A participant noted that he is stationed in Sequoia National Park in California, which 
instituted prescribed burning in the early 1960s and burns about 2,000 hectares (5,000 
acres) a year. The primary limitation of burning is air-quality concerns. Given the size of 
the park and the constraints posed by air quality, it is not possible to conduct enough 
prescribed burning to return historical fire regimes to that landscape. He asked the panel 
what the solution would be to this dilemma. Scott Stephens acknowledged that the parks 
in the Sierra Nevada are some of those leading the way in using fire on the landscape, but 
over the last 20 years, the use of burning has decreased. He suggested that the best course 
of action is to be strategic by prioritizing important areas for management, such as giant 
sequoia groves. Stephens thought managed lightning-ignited fire will have to be a larger 
piece of the equation when it comes to using burning as a management tool. With regard 
to the Clean Air Act requirement that Class 1 airsheds never have impeded visibility and 
the public health reasons in the act for limiting smoke, Stephens admitted that there is no 
way to have a fire-sustainable future without smoke in the air. From his point of view, 
this dilemma is why a congressional act prioritizing forest resilience is needed as a prime 
objective of federal policy; such an act may need to supersede other policies, including 
those carried out under the Endangered Species Act, the Clean Water Act, and the Clean 
Air Act, to ensure the long-term viability of forest ecosystems. The questioner responded 
that the park managers are often prevented from using lightning-ignited fires as a substitute 
for prescribed burning because the Air  Quality Board requires the fires to be extinguished 
if they are a threat to air quality. Stephens acknowledged this was the case and said that 
approach needs to change. In his opinion, federal leadership by Congress and the admin-
istration needs to revise the policy to help improve forest sustainability. 
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Another participant noted that two dominant themes of the panel’s presentations and 
the keynote addresses were the uncertainty of future fire regimes and the difficulty or even 
inability to direct change in those regimes. The concept of resilience was also discussed, 
and the participant wondered what the metric for resiliency was when considering forest 
management in the future. Krawchuk agreed that the idea of what is defined as resilience is 
interesting. The theory of resilience first emerged in the 1970s, but at that time the specter 
of changing climate was not on the horizon. The theory put forward the idea that a system 
should have the capacity to absorb disturbances or shocks and retain the same state, func-
tion, and feedbacks within the same basin of attraction as it had before the disturbance. 
That idea of resilience corresponds to historic ranges of variability in fire regimes, climate 
and species, and structures of ecosystems. However, the present trajectory of change in cli-
mate suggests that the future range of variability may make the historic basin of attraction 
irrelevant. Therefore, there are ongoing discussions to update the idea of and the definition 
of resilience. The former definition of resilience needs to be put in the category of a basic 
resilience, and another layer needs to be added to capture adaptive resilience: that is, the 
resilient component is actually the capacity to transform and adapt under pressures that are 
novel and extreme, such as the stressors happening under climate change. Adaptive resil-
ience, which embraces transformations and the potential to adapt by changing ecosystem 
state and species, is an applicable concept to forest management in the future. 

Allen agreed with Krawchuk and said that the challenges for a land manager are those 
abrupt transformations of the system where it changes from something familiar to something 
novel with no legacy point of reference. Ecosystems are already adaptively responding, and 
it is up to managers and researchers to make sure that the systems can respond more incre-
mentally rather than abruptly. Krawchuk added that patience is needed because, even though 
abrupt changes are being seen, the window of observed time is relatively small. The adaptive 
capacities of systems are not always known and need to be explored. The question needs to 
be asked whether that long-term recovery is natural or has precedent or whether the abrupt 
transformation leads to a different state or function. Turner noted that, because trees take a 
long time to grow and because fires are infrequent events (though becoming more frequent), 
there needs to be more empirical, observational studies or monitoring of the mechanisms 
that underpin the ability of the forest to recover, such as tree density, tree area, carbon, and 
ability to produce water. The results of those studies then need to be fed into models that 
can help anticipate the ranges of uncertainties and assess what those  uncertainties are. This 
multipronged approach will contribute substantially toward understanding resilience.

A participant observed that the physics and ecology of fire science and management had 
been discussed, but the human dimension had not been raised. Humans are the problem 
and the solution. To ensure the sustainability of the system, should the human dimension be 
explored further to complement the work being done in the physical and ecological systems? 
Turner noted that the second panel had a social-science emphasis because the participant’s 
point was so important; the first panel had a natural-science focus. Stephens shared that he 
was optimistic because forests and their ecosystems are so important to humans. He agreed 
that the social and political issues were critical when it comes to forest resilience. Land 
managers, including the Forest Service and National Park Service, are trying to help forests 
become more resilient and they need to be empowered to continue to find solutions. 

A viewer of the webcast asked Finney about the use of remote sensing in forest and 
fire management. Finney said that there are tremendous technological tools that are able to 
remotely measure different vegetation and fuel attributes. However, much of that informa-
tion cannot be used to make active predictions because most models cannot ingest the data. 
Those models that can ingest the data are too slow for real-time predictions and can only 
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be used for research. Nevertheless, these technologies are going to continue to advance. It is 
incumbent upon the fire behavior sciences to figure out how fire spreads so remote-sensing 
data can be used and more accurate tools can be developed for the many dimensions of 
fire management, including mitigation. This knowledge would help close the gap in under-
standing with regard to how fuels are related to fire behavior. Right now fuel models act as 
surrogates for real fuel descriptions. The models can inform firefighters and frontline per-
sonnel about how fire behaves and how their observations actually have physical meaning 
about things that could be dangerous or could be opportunities for suppression. However, 
the predictive ability of the models for these purposes is limited. If the predictive ability of 
the models could be improved by having a better understanding of the physics of fire, then 
other sources of error could be addressed. Such improvements in the predictive  capabilities 
of models may in turn make people more comfortable living with fire and thereby make 
the use of fire easier in the different ways discussed in the panel’s presentations. If science is 
the means by which people can become more comfortable with fire as an ecological process, 
that would be a positive outcome, Finney concluded. 

Another viewer of the webcast asked Allen about negative feedback loops. If there is 
more fire in a hotter, drier climate, presumably there will be no more fuel to burn eventu-
ally in some of these ecosystems. Allen said that modelers are looking at those feedbacks. 
However, the source of fuels changes, and there will continue to be fuels on the land for a 
long time, particularly in frequent-fire adapted systems where fire suppression has allowed 
woody fuel to build up for a century or more. Nonetheless, at some point in time, even these 
systems will experience some self-limiting characteristics related to fuel.

The director of the National Academies’ Board on Atmospheric Sciences and Climate 
(BASC) shared with the panel that BASC is turning its attention to how to move carbon 
out of the atmosphere and store it in natural ecosystems or geological formations. Much of 
the conversation at the workshop had focused on more frequent fire and more intentional 
burning, which of course release carbon into the air. The BASC director asked if the fire 
community is thinking about forest systems’ potential as places to store more carbon in the 
future. Krawchuk gave an initial response by returning to the idea of frequent fire in dry 
forests. When fire is frequent in these dry forests, a relatively small amount of carbon is 
burned off. Following the fire, photosynthesis takes hold and brings that carbon back into 
the terrestrial system. This pattern has no real net loss. However, fire exclusion and sup-
pression in these dry  forests has led to the establishment of ladder fuels that carry fire from 
the surface up into the canopies, which may result in more severe crown fires that consume 
whole trees and lose more biomass. Growth may not be able to regenerate following such 
intense fires, and this situation can create the potential for less uptake by large trees (which 
act as big carbon-sequestering devices) of those carbon pools due to reduced photosynthesis. 
Therefore, more frequent fire would avoid those tipping points that release large amounts 
of carbon. Even though there is a flux of carbon sequestration and release in a frequent fire 
system, there is not necessarily a huge release of carbon. An exception would be tundra 
fire that burns down into long-established pools of carbon, but that is a different kind of 
system from the crown fires of the West.

Stephens added that Matt Hurteau of the University of New Mexico and Malcolm 
North of the Forest Service have looked at the sustainable carbon carrying capacity of a 
forest. The fire regime is really important to that capacity. For example, coastal forests of 
the Pacific Northwest, which are comprised of species like Douglas fir, western red cedar, 
and redwood, experience few fires and can sequester a great deal of carbon. In fire-prone 
areas like the Sierra Nevada, above-ground carbon stocks have historically been low. In 
the 1911 data from the California Sierra Nevada that Stephens cited in his presentation, 
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the amount of carbon per hectare was approximately 100 megagrams. That is a very low 
number compared to the carbon stocks of today’s California Sierra Nevada mixed conifer 
forest. High carbon stocks will not work in a frequent-fire adapted ecosystem and will lead 
to tipping points, to which Krawchuk alluded. Carbon in forests is important, but the his-
torical range of a regime’s ability to hold and sequester it needs to be considered. The ability 
of most of the areas of the western United States to hold carbon is probably lower than the 
amount of carbon that is being held in these regimes today. Continuing to hold the carbon 
stocks of today in western forests will not be sustainable, in Stephens’ view. 

A participant in the audience said that, with the climate changing and fuel building up 
over the last century, more fire in the foreseeable future is guaranteed. While more fire on 
the landscape is needed, prescribed crown fires are nearly impossible to conduct. Therefore, 
managers are dependent on acts of God to set crown fires in places where they are needed. 
In the view of the participant, it is irrational to wait for fires to occur because they may 
start at the wrong time when, instead, fires could be set at the right time, even though some-
times unintended negative consequences will occur. Setting such fires obviously has a social, 
 human dimension, but it also has a modeling dimension. One of the challenges to pursuing 
such actions that the participant heard in the panel discussion was uncertainty in modeling. 
He asked Finney if he could expand on what the missing pieces in modeling are that would 
enable more accurate modeling of fire spread. 

Finney responded first that crown fires are not impossible to ignite for prescribed- 
burning purposes. This approach is used in the Northern Rocky Mountains, and the 
Canadians are experts at starting such fires with the use of helicopters. The proscription 
against these kinds of burns is sociopolitical and cultural; technically, they can be performed 
successfully. 

With regard to the modeling, Finney said there are many fine-scale physical unknowns. 
For example, how long do fuels burn? What is the burning rate of a given fuel complex? 
How do fuels ignite? How does slope affect wildland fire spread? Are the effects of slope 
different from those of wind? Finney said there is good evidence that slope and wind 
have different effects but that the difference is not well understood. The coefficients of the 
two are currently applied algebraically without a real physical explanation. 

 A bigger question relevant to modeling for which the answer is unknown is: Are large 
fires different than larger small fires? They appear to be because they have different charac-
teristics at a macro-scale that make them partly an atmospheric phenomenon. The burning 
rate probably changes and is not just a function of the physical layout of the fuels and their 
loading by size class.

Therefore, Finney concluded, there are dozens of fundamental questions that need to 
be asked and answered in order to build reliable physical representations of those questions 
and answers in models. Without this understanding, opportunities are being missed to have 
simple physical models that are fast and reliable. Whether the inputs can be gathered to 
model precisely the answers to such questions is yet another question. However, with the 
advance of technology, it certainly seems that input-gathering is not a current limitation.
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